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Stud~nts excited about historic ranking
Marshall University's student newspaper- Celebrating 101 years! ·

Volume 101 Number 5

by JACOB MESSER
editor
Jessica Winebrimmer wants
to experience the Freshman 15.
But in polls, not in pounds.
The Lewisburg freshman
hopes to see the Thundering
Herd continue its ascent in the
two major polls of college football in her first year at
Marshall.
"It feels good to be apart of
:iomething like that during
your first year," said
Winebrimmer, abusiness management major. "The team is
really good this year. rm· glad
to be astudent here."
The reason for her excitement is Marshall's first Top 25

SGAwants
to improve
Homecoming

ranking in school history.
Marshall is ranked No. 25 in
the USA TODAY/ESPN Coaches'
Poll, which is voted
MORE oncoaches
by 62 head
INSIDE
at Division
see page 5 I-A institutions who
are members of the
American Football
Coaches Association.
The Thundering Herd received
121 votes, 16 less than No. 24
Colorado State and 18 more than
No. 26 Syracuse.
Virginia (1-1) and Notre
Dame <1-2) - ranked No. 19
and No. 21, respectively, aweek
ago - dropped out of the poll
after losing this weekend to
help the Thundering Herd
move into the Top 25. Virginia

by CARRIE A. SMITH
reporter
Students who may have been
disappointed with last yea~s
Homecoming festivities - or
the
lack thereof
- havethis
an
opportunity
to improve
year's celebration.
The Student Government
Association's Homecoming
Committee is scheduled to
meet at 3: 15 p.m. today in
~" m2W29B
in thetoMemorial
Student
Center
discuss
plans for Homecoming week
activities.
The meeting is open to all
students.
Cindy Griffith, SGA special
projects coordinator, said she
encourages students to attend
the meeting and welcomes help
in planning the week-long festivities.
"There wasn't much to do for
last year's Homecoming, so we
want
this
year ittoismake
abig sure
deal,"that
Griffith
said.
Homecoming week begins Oct. •
23 and it ends
withgame
the MarshallNorthern
Illinois
Oct. 30.
Griffith said she and the other
members of the Homecoming
Committee already have planned
some events, but still need students to get involved.
Apicnic on the Buskirk lawn
Oct. 25 with free pizza, T-shirts
and karaoke is one event
already scheduled. Ablood
drive runs from 2-4 p.m. Oct.
26-27 in the Don Morris Room
of the Memorial Student
Center.
The Homecoming day parade
starts at noon Oct. 30.
"We want the parade to be a
huge success this year,"
Griffith said.
SGA has asked student organizations to make floats, but
Please see SGA, PS

lost 33-14 to Clemson, a13-10
loser to Marshall in the seasonopener for both teams. Notre
Dame lost 28-23 to Purdue,
ranked No. 14 in both polls.
Marshall became the fastest
school in NCAA history to
reach the Top 25 of one of the
major polls. The Thundering
Herd moved to Division I-A
from Division I-AA in 1997.
That milestone came one day
after the team achieved two
other milestones. With its 63-3
win over Liberty Saturday, the
Thundering Herd evened its
all-time record at 440-440-44 in
96 seasons. Also, it became only
the third team in NCAA history
to have 103 wins in a decade
along with Alabama in the

1970s and Nebraska in the
1980s. One more win this season would give Marshall more ..,
wins than any other team in
any other decade.
Marshall also is ranked No.
26 in The Associated Press poll ..after sportswriters and broadcasters nationwide awarded
them 153 votes, three less than
No. 25 Brigham Young and
nine more than No. 27 Texas.
Jason Ocheltree, Hurricane
senior majoring in safety technology, said he expected
Marshall's climb to reach the
polls to be slow.
"Marshall is not as well
photo by Diane Pottorff
known as other teams and the
Daninelle Derricott signs an autograph for afan after Marshall's
Please see RANKING, PS 63-3
win over Liberty Saturday.

,

Marshall moves up
in college rankiQ. gi
for year 2000 edition-

"I know she has been a
major idol and role model
for many of my athletes. She
is definitely the Michael
Jordan of our sport."

J

.,

Jeff Small,

Words
,hoper
Joyner-Kersee to speak
Marshall track coach

against youth violence'

by AARON E. RUNYON
reporter
Thursday's scheduled speech
by track and field legend.Jackie
Joyner-Kersee has some
Marshall faculty and administration optimistic her message
will
bring about
student and
community
awareness.
The youth violence kick-off
event, sponsored by Prestera
Center in association with local
businesses, is at 7 p.m.
Thursday in the Don Morris
Room of the Memorial Student
Center.
Friday features adult and
youth workshops from 9a.m. to
3:30 p.m. at Huntington High
School.
"It is important for our students to meet and listen to
someone who has accomplished
so much," said Dr. Betty J.
Cleckley, vice president for
Multicultural Affairs and
International Programs. "She
will give them thoughts to consider that will have powerful.
meaning in their own lives."
Track coach Jeff Small said
the message will hit home with

photo courtesy of httpc,www.11k com

Jackie Joyner-Kersee has won four Goodwill
Games heptathlons.

many of his athletes.
"I know she has been a
major idol and role model for
many of my athletes," Small
said. "She is definitely the
Michael Jordan of our .sport."
It is that type of notoriety
that may allow Joyner-Kersee
to connect with her audience
in attempts to gain awareness
of youth violence.
Her rise from inner-city
poverty to the prominence of
an accomplished athlete gives
Joyner-Kersee the ability to
connect with youth.
The founder ofFoundation,
the JJK
Community
which aids development of
leadership in urban environments throughout the United
States, Joyner-Kersee is no
stranger to support programs.
Leah Tolliver, coordinator
for Women's Programs, said
Joyner-Kersee's message is
beneficial to women in particular.
"The fact that she is such a
great athlete is important,"
Tolliver said. "The fact that she
is such a great athlete and
female is even more important.

What: The Prestera

Center presents Jackie
Joyner-Kersee as the featured guest for the youth
violence kick-off event.
When: 7p.m. Thursday
Where: Don Morris
Room of the Memorial
Student Center.

"She is a great example of
what women can accomplish in
athletics and life."
Tolliver said events like
Joyner-Kersee's speech and the
workshops will allow the community to look at underlying violence before it occurs, instead of
in the wake of tragedy.
"It is wonderful for the students and community to take a
pro-active stance," she said.
"We shouldn't have to wait
until a student comes in and
starts shooting up the school to
understand there is aproblem
with violence."

Need some extra cash?

Rush on over

Page edited by Andrea Copley

by MARISSA HAGY
reporter
The 2000 edition ofAmerica's
Best Colleges is in bookstores
and Marshall University's ratings shows improvement in
academic reputation and alumni donations categories since
last year's edition was
released.
The report published by U.S.
News and World Report is an
annual college ranking guide
that provides information
..about higher education institutions.
Criteria such as academic
reputation, freshman retention
rate, ·gri:rdnation rate, studentto-faculty ratio, acceptance
rate and percentage of alumni
donations
calculated
the
rating areof each
collegeintoor
university, according to the
report.
Although Marshall was listed
in the second tier of ,southern
regional universities, within a
four-tier system, it was ranked as
the top school in the second tier.
The ratings show that
Marshall increased its academic reputation from 3.2 last year
to 3.4 this year on ascale from
zero to five.
Interim president A. Michael
Perry said he would like to see
Marshall's academic reputation
increase again next year.
"We don't just want to be in
the Top 25 in football; we also
want to be in the Top 25 among
our peer institutions, "Perry
said.
The category with the most
significant change was the
alumni donations rate.
Marshall's number went from

~

"We clon't just want
to be in the Top 25
in football; we also
want to be in the
Top 25 among our
peer institutions."
A. Michael Perry,
interim president of
Marshall University

11 percent last
year to 21 percent this year,
according to
the report.
Although
Marshall's academic reputation, applicant
acceptance rate •
and alumni
donations rate
increased since fast year, some
categories had minor decreases.
The average freshman retention rate fell from 71 percent to
70 percent, and the average
graduation rate was down 2
percent from last year's 37 percent.
Another category experiencing a decrease this year was
the percent of faculty who work
full time. At 83 percent last
year, the number declined to 81
percent this year.
The guide also provides information about housing, tuition,
specialty schools, fraternities
and sororitie~, diversity and
other current issues on college
campuses. More information is
available at its Web site at
www.usnews.com.

Some types of financial aid available
photo by Otane Pottorff

Sigma Sigma Sigma sisters listen as their newest sorority
members are announced at the end of Rush Week. Each
sorority was allowed to admit up to 11 girls.

by NATALIE S. OWENS
reporter
With the beginning of anew
school year some students are
left wondering how they will
manage to pay for their college
career.
There are several types of
financial aid available, which
may create some confusion.
Even though the semester
already has started, it is not too
late for students to apply for
aid.
"Funds are still available for
eligible students and applications can be picked up in the
financial aid office," said Jack
Toney, director of financial aid.

The most common types of Federal Pell Grant is given to
aid
are grants, loans and schol- eligible undergraduate stuarships.
dents who have not earned a
One difference between bachelor's or professional
grants and loans is that grants degree.
do not have to be paid back and The U.S. Department of
loans do.
Education uses astandard forScholarships are awarded to mula to evaluate the informastudents based on academic tion on the application. The
performance.
amount of money awarded will
Like grants, scholarships do depend on program funding,
not have to be repaid.
Toney said.
Work study is also acommon Several types of loans also
aid available to students. It are available to students.
involves working at the univer- They can receive either needsity and earning money to help based loans or loans that are
pay for educational expenses. not.
Students still may apply for To apply for need-basedfinanwork study.
cial aid, including work study
Grants also are available. A and grants, aFree Application

1

for Federal Student Aid must be
completed.
Processing time for applications is usually about three
weeks, Toney said. Applications
are available in the Financial
Aid Office in Old Main Room
116.
For any type of financial aid
received, students are required
to maintain satisfactory academic. progress toward completion of adegree to continue to
receive aid.
The financial aid Web site,
which may be accessed through
Marshall's homepage, provides
more information about the
reqµired standards required
and financial aid available.
J

-

Civil rights group reports
Clinton neglects school law
WASHINOTOM (AP) - The Clinton administration is not
enforcing afederal law designed to make sure poor students get
the same chaltenging sd,oolwori( as other children, areport by a
civil rights group says.

have been allowed too much latitude in adopting unifom,
standardsStates
dlearning for al childl'8n, resulting in asystem of educational apal1heid wilh "distLmng echoes" 1he old racial y dual systems of
educalcr\" 1he Citizens' Commission on Civil Rights c:onduded.
Page edited by Amy Shultz
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Polee suspect estranged husband Delega~
responsible lor quadruple murder new House speaker
2

Tuo,day,

14, 1999

County Sheriff's Department from their St. Clairsville house. departm~nt official said the
said Ahmed was detained by In June, she teceived an niece was "two or three yeats
customs officials at Kennedy order barring Nawaz Ahmed old." It was unclear where in
froM further verbal harass- Canada Dr. Ahmed's father
Airport
in New York..
Pierce said the four were ment, Hoffman said.
lived.
ST.
CLAIRSVILLE,
Ohio
A
woman killed, along with found in a downstairs recre- Hoffman said Ahmed asked Nawaz Ahmed emigrated to
three other family members over ation room.
last w~k that the two divide the United States after leaving
the weekend, was on the verge of Asheriff's deputy went to the their property at the house the Pakistan Air Force Academy
divorce from the man auapected house early Saturday afternoon Sunday night.
in 1987, Hoffman said.
by authorltie11 in the slayings. after a relative called con- They were scheduled to He earned abachelor's degree
Worn down by years of her cerned about the family's appear before Judge Jennifer in computer science at
husband's insults and threats, whereabouts.
Sa,au11 of Belmont County Northeastern Illinois University
Dt. Lubaina Bhatti Ahmed had Dr. Ahmed, ageneral practice Cotnmon Pleas Court today for in Chicago.
filed for divorce last February doctor
at East Ohio Regional afinal hearing.
Amarriase was arranged
and afinal court hearing was Hospital in Martins Ferry, Dr. Ahmed's father, anatutal• between the two in the early
set for today.
began filing domestic violence ized citizen of Canada, had 1990s and Dr. Ahmed moved
Law enforcement officials reports against her husband in been staying with his daughter from Canada to the United
suspect her husband Nawaz August 1994, said Grace in St. Claitsville for several States. They were married on
Ahmed of killing his estranged Hoffman, a St. Clairsville weeks.
May 22, 1992.
wife, along with her father, sis- lawyer who was representing The two picked up Dr. They moved ·to the St.
ter and young niece by slashing Ahmed in her divorce case. Ahmed's sister and niece at the Clairsville area about five
their throats over the weekend Her client filed reports twice Columbus airport about 10:30 years ago, renting atwo-story
in St. Clairsville, Ohio, along in West Virginia in 1994 and p.m. Friday, Hoffman said.
brick house on acountry road
the Ohio-West Virginia border 1995 but didn't pursue the Rubie Ahmad was to have outside of town.
about 110 miles east of cases and wouldn't prosecute, testified at today's hearing, Nawaz Ahmed moved to
Columbus,
said.
Columbus after his wife filed
The.bodies of Dr. Ahmed, 39; Hoffmanwassaid.afraid of him, but Hoffman
The couple had two sons, for divorce. He worked for MCI
her father Abdul Majid Bhatti, the"Shethought
of him murdering Tariq, 7, and Ahsan, 4. It's WorldCom in Columbus.
of Canadai her sister Rubie her never crossed our minds," unclear where they were at the Marlene Slotwinski lives
Ahmad and her niece Nasira Hoffman said.
time of the killings.
across the road in St.
~wad, bot~ of the Oakland, Hoffman said Ahmed con- They are in the hands of Clairsville from the house
Ctiltt,
area
1 were found early stantly insulted his wife and Belmont County authorities, where the killings occurred.
Saturday afternoon at Dt. threatened to have her deport- Hoffman said.
She last saw Dr. Ahmed last
Ahmed's house:
ed since she was not yet aU.S. Dr. Ahmed "was awonderful Thursday afternoon, pushing
Nawaz Ahmed, 44, a.natural• citizen, Hoffman said.
person, just lovely, just down to her sons on swings in the side
ized U.S. citizen originally from Nawaz Ahmed's divorce earth and kind and consider• yard.
Pakistan, was \)eing held attorney, Eric Costine of St. ate," Hoffman said.
lt was acommon sight to
Sunday by the U.S. Custotns Claitsville, could not be She loved those little boys. see her outside playing with
Service in New York City.
reached for comment. There She was extremely close to the children, she said.
He was to be charged today was no answer at the phone them and they were extremely "Everybody around here is
with four counts of aggravated listed in his name Sunday.
very friendly. We've never
close to her."
murder, said Belmont County Mer filing for divorce in The ages of the slain family had anything happen so
Prosecutor Frank Pierce.
February, Dr. Ahmed received a members were not immediately close," Mrs. Slotwinski, 62,
Astatement from the Belmont . . .court
barring her husband ..._available,
although a sheriff'_,
s said.
-----------..-.
...._.....order
_________
__________
thing." "It's just a scary
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. a,• p·art-time
Jobs Fair
Wednesday,
I

September 15, 1999
1-4PM
Don Morris Room

FREE
Questions? Call 696-6785
Career Services Center

TECNNOI.
O
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CAREER
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SEEKING ITCAI' INTERNSHIP?
BRING RESUME ANO
If READY TO INTERVIEW!

C:Downtown
?.¢.f.¢Y.¢t
.l
452 5th Ave.+
1-l<Kn<!I'> For Rent

1
BR Efficiency
deposit.
525·7643$300/month
evenings.
1
Block
from
Campus
1BR
effic.
and
2BR.
Wafer,
sewer,
trash pickupafterpaid.
736-2505
5pm.429-2369 or
2829
6297 E. Pea
Ridge.3rd
1Ave.
BRA/C
Furn.Kit.
Offstreet
parking
w/wcarpet,
laundry tac.1yr. lease.
1st
Class
$370/mon.
529·
4468 or 529-2555
3Bedroom
Utilities paid.
Near MU CallA~t.
522-4780
Unfurnished
Apt. 1815
Ave.
1BRNoCarpet
$3507th+
utilities.
pets.C/H304-342•
8040
Highlawn
Apts. 1,2.3,4,5
BR
Arrangements
or Rates.
whole
houses
Resonable
Some Newly Remodeled.
525-6255
M.U.
Area 5Furnished.
Room Duplex
Completely
area.
Has ROrch
and
}'quiet
.ard,1.
very
clean.
Phone
523-511~
$250 plus utilities.
Mature
Serious
Students
Only
FloorC. Furnished
Apt.
Near 1st
Joan2BR,
Edwards
Art
Center.
Large
LR,
Kitchen,
enclosed
back
porch,
front
porch,
off
street
parking,
clean. $375 +utilities. 522·
4327
2nd
Floor 2BR
Efficiency
Furnished,
small
living
room/kitchen
combo,
All
electric,
deck,
clean,
one
off
street
parking
si
:
,ace.
Mature
students only. 1Block+walk
to
campus.
and water.$325/month
522-4327 electric

The Associated Press

CIIARLES'ION
<AP)-State
labor
leaders, dissatisfied with
the current leadership in the
House of Delegates, are trying to
unify acaucus of labor-backed
delegates large enough to swing
theByracetheforendHouse
speaker.
of the month, the
75 House Democrats are
expected to elect asuccessor to
Speaker Bob Kile, 0-Raleigh,
who was appointed to the state
Supreme Court last week.

Labor leaders on hand for
interim meetings at the state
Capitol Sunday through
Tuesday said current leadership blocks spending for pro•
jects in the districts of delegates who defy them.
"It's not ademocracy. It's adictatorship,~
West Virgini{l Education
As&ociation President Tom Lange
told The Charleston Gazette.
While House Majority Leader
Joe
Martin, D-Randolph, is the
frontrunner, Jim Bowan of the
state AFL-CIO said the race is
not over.
"We're concerned about the
way the House is being run," he
said.
Each delegate may submit
requests for projects to be
included in the budget digest,
which tells state agencies how
they are to spend millions of
dollars.
But lawmakers out of favor
with the leadership are widely
believed to have little chance of
getting approval from the
House-Senate budget confer-

Employment

"It's not ademocracy.
It's adictatorship"
Tom Lange,

West Virginia Education
Association president

ees, who write the digest.
"They use it to influence
votes, and to punish folks,"
Lange
said.
Lange said 46 of the 75
House Democrats are backed
by labor.
Martin said last week he
believes he has enough votes to win
the election, after House Finance
Chairman Harold Michael, DHardy, and House Education
Chairman
Jerry Mezzat.esta, 0Ham~hire,
~edged to support
him.
Martin has said Michael
and Mezzatesta will keep
their chairmanships if he is
elected.
"I think what's important to
look at is the progress the state
has made with this particular
leadership team in place," he
said.
We've improved state
finances, improved bond ratings. It's tough to argue too
much about a team that's
brought about that sort of
progress."
Besides Martin, Judiciary
Chairman Rick Staton, DWyoming, and pro-labor Delegate
Randolph McGraw, D-Raleigh,
are running for speaker.

.. .. ..

Employment
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~en Entertainment
Looking
for Extra
Money?
Arena.
The
Prestera
Center
has , Huntington
Prr PositionsCivicavailable.

positions InThesa
directl?OSicare
available.
tions
involve
ateaching
variety basic
of duties
including
living
skills,
helpinginclients
plan and
participate
recreational
activities,
andFull-time
house
mai
n
tenance.
and
24-hr part-time
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benefits
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our
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the
most
flexibility
scheduling.
Re~rdless
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your
field
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are
good" wayyoutoneed
earnwhile
thosegetting
extraa
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your
g someto
wori( eduation.
experienceHavinpnor
graduation
will also look
good
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your
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For
more
information
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Sherry
Sites, Employment
Specialist,
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9am to at 525-7851
5pm, emai
lpersun@prestera.org,
or
apply
at
our
admrni
s
trati
offices
3375 Rt. 60 vE,e
Huntington.

Be aMarketing
Representative
Versity.com,
an center,
on-lineis
academic resource

seeki
ng Campus Marketing
Representatives.
Responsibilitiesmarketing,include
advertising,
ande
mar1<et research.
Valbuiulabl
experience,
resume
d
$8-10/hr.
Apply er.at
www.verstty.com

$$GET
PAID WHILE
GOING
TO
CLASS$$
Versity.com,
an
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notetaking
company
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to be
Class
Research
Coordinators.
Eam while
lwww.verslty,com
earn. $7-14/hr.
Apply youat
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Eam
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student112001 g___roups
&
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i
c
e
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"Tri-states
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weekend
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Students
Attend ourwelcome.
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Wednesday,
September
15,
11am
7pm
i
n
the
arena.
Applications hours,
available during
business
Administrative office. in our
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--------Sen. Thurmond hospi~lized briefly Detective present at
,. . . t··il !t.
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The Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP)
Sen. Strom Thurmond, R-S.C.,
was released from Walter Reed
Army Medical Center Sunday,
following a two-night stay for
observation and tests.
He had complained of feeling
weak, his spokesman said.
"He is on his way to work,"
John DeCrosta, Thurmond's
press secretary, said Monday
after the senator's 10:10 a.m.
release.
He said the 96-year-old sena-

tor called the office prior to
leaving the hospital to request
his car and arazor.
Thurmond, the oldest senator
ever, was expected to gavel
open the Senate today. He was
admitted to the hospital
Saturday night.
Physicians wanted to find out
why he has been fatigued,
DeCrosta said in astatement.
"Doctors will also evaluate the
various medications Thurmond
is taking and may decide that
changing prescriptions and
dosages will assist him."

Thunnond's last disclosed hospitalization was Aug. 22 at the
medical center in Washington,
two days after a brief stay in
hospital in Columbia, S.C.,
where he had collapsed at a
University of South Carolina
reception.
Thurmond had surgery for an
enlarged prostate during that
August stay at Walter Reed, a
procedure originally scheduled
for November.
DeCrosta said the senator has
made an estimated five previously unreported trips to the

medical center on weekends in
the last three months for avariety of complaints.
He said none required an
overnight stay or caused him to
miss any work or Senate votes.
Thurmond, in a Charleston,
S.C., newspaper interview,
recently described his health as
"generally all right."
"I'm not planning to die soon,"
he told The Post and Courier. "I
expect to serve my term out."
Amember of the Senate since
1954, Thurmond's current term
ends in 2002.

The Associated Pre~s
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Clinton administration is considering easing sanctions against
North Korea following agreement by that government to suspend plans for missile tests.
"lt is now our understanding
and expectation that North Korea
will refrain from testing any longrange missiles for the duration of
our negotiations to improve relations," National Security Adviser
Sandy Berger said.
This is an important initial
step for addressing our concerns about North Korea's missile program."

Berger said Sunday he will
make recommendations to
Clinton soon on which sanctions to ease in exchange for
North Korea's pledge not to test
missiles.
He said the easing would not
involve restrictions on equipment with military applications.
"Thisforhas
trulyandbeenU.S.aintergood
week
stability
ests inAsia,"said Berger, who was
in New Zealand with Clinton.
He also listed resumed trade
talks between China and the
United States as another sign
of easing tensions in the region.
The U.S.-North Korean agree-

ment was reached in Berlin.
North Korea stunned its
Asian neighbors in August
1998 when it launched amultistage missile over Japan.
It has been on the verge of
testing an even longer-range
one, theoretically capable of
reaching Hawaii and parts of
Alaska.
In Seoul,Ministry
a Southspokesman
Korean
Foreign
expressed relief at the "successful
settlement."
North Korea's potential to
strike at least some targets in
the United States is cited by
the
Clinton administration
promoting
a U.S. missilein

defense system.
The United States has been
grappling with North Korea for
years in an attempt to sidetrack nuclear weapons programs that, if nothing else,
raise tensions on the Korean
peninsula.
The United States has been
trying to promote better relations with the communist government and a formal peace
treaty to end the Korean conflict.
The first major step was
swapping civilian reactors and
energy supplies from the United
States, South Korea and Japan
for a freeze on North Korea's
nuclear weapons program.

North
·Korea
agrees
to
stop
missile
tests
Clinton administration considers easing sanctions

ar
his

is agreat deal

New Releases:
Beatles
Eve
0.D.B.
Leftover
Salmon
Jon Spencer
Queensryche
Now Hear This
is located at
1101 4th Ave
522-0021

Ramsey house says
she feared for her life
The Associated Press·
DENVER (AP) - The police
detective who was present
when the body of 6-year-old
JonBenet Ramsey was found
by her father says she feared
for her life.
Linda Arndt, who was alone
in the room with John Ramsey,
told ABC's "Good Morning
America" in an interview
broadcast
Monday morning
that she remembers
"tucking
my gun right next to me ... and
consciously counting out the 18
bullets."
No one has been charged, but
authorities say the chlld's parents remain under suspicion.
They have denied any involvement.
Arndt was the first detective
to arrive at the Ramsey home
on Dec. 26, 1996, after Patsy
Ramsey called 911 to report
that her daughter was missing
and she had found a21/2-page
ransom note.
Court records said that hours
later, after no call came from
any kidnappers, Arndt asked
John Ramsey, the child's millionaire businessman father,
and a friend to search the
house for anything unusual. He
went downstairs and emerged
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Conduct
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FamilyAnxiety
Difficulties
Problems
•
Other
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For further infonnation call The Psychology Clinic at 696-2772
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minutes later with the girl's
body.She had been beaten and
strangled.
"My mind exploded.... I saw
black with thousands oflights,"
Arndt said. "Everything that I
noted that morning that stuck
out instantly made sense."
She said she knelt down next
to the dead child, face to face
with Ramsey. He asked if
JonBenet was dead and Arndt
said yes, she said.
"We had a nonverbal
exchange that I will f!~ver forget.... And as we looked at each
other, Iremember, and Iwore a
shoulder
tucking
my
gun
right holster,
next to me
and consciously counting out the 18
bullets."
•
She was asked 'why, and
replied:
"'Ciiuse Ididn't know if we'q
all be alive when peq~~e
showed
. ·first
Arndt'up."
sinterviJw. is 'tbe
time she has ~poken publicly
about the cas~, 'and it will be
aired over five days, beginning
Monday. The.first segment of
the interview did not indicate
who Arndt believes killed
JonBene( but ABC executive
producer Shelley Ross said that
information would be in alater
segment.
Boulder police have been
harshly criticized for their handling of the case, i~luding
Arndt's allowing Ramsey to
recover the body. She said in
the interview that sbe had told
him that when he searched the
house, .i.f he found anything
unusua[he should not touch it.
in Marchpolice
and
isArndt
suingr~signed
the Boulder
chief and t~ city, claiming her
free-speech rights were violated when police were ordered
not to discuss the case.
Arndt told ABC"§he feels she
has
been "sca~egoated."
She
said when
she called for backup, she was told everybody was
in ameeting.
Patsy Ramsey is anative of
Parkersburg and aformer Miss
West Virginia.
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'' But until then I'll be cheering
like crazy. I'm behind the Herd all
the way, baby."
-Daris E. Bandy,
Beckley freshman
Page edited by Jacob Messer
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OUR VIEW

Top 25 ranking
may mean more
than you think
If you have perused the first three
pages of this newspaper, then you read
the front-page story about Marshall earning aTop 25 ranking in one of the major
college football polls for the first time in
school history.
Now, close this newspaper and put it
down. Ponder that' thought? The
Thundering Herd is No. 25 in one poll
and No. 26 in the other. Of the 114 teams
in Division I-A college football, Marshall
is in the top quarter of them.
That statement m~y not leap from the
page, grab you and shake you.
But it should.
If it doesn't, we advise you to take a
walk to the Memorial Student Center.
Take alook at the fountain. Think about
what it represents.
Now you realize what that ranking
means tb the Thundering Herd, Marshall
and Huntington.
Alot.
The football program was destroyed on
Nov. 14, 1970, when the plane carrying
75 players, coachei:;, boosters and staff
members crashed into ahillside on its
final approach to Tri-State Airport.
When those people died, the football
program almost died, too. Some officials
wanted to discontinue the program. But
they decided against it. So The Young
Herd took the field and Marshall football
continued despite the devastating loss.
The i,mpact of the plane crash was evident as the Thundering Herd posted a
31-109-1 mark in the 13 seasons after
the tragedy.
But since 1984 Marshall has not had
alosing season. It is 149-49-2 in that
span with two national championships
in Division I-AA and two conference
titles in Division I-A. All are outstanding
accomplishments considering all the program has been through;
As the team continues to win and
climbs higher in the polls, Marshall and
Huntington will be full of cheers.
But amid the celebrations of national
rankings we hope you remember this:
Nearly 29 years ago, the university and
the city were full of tears.

Give SGA credit
for its early plans
for Homecoming

Do you remember when Homecoming
Week was one of the most exciting
weeks on campus?
Neither do we.
We have heard that it once was. But
in recent years there has been no proof.
Student Government Association is
working to change that.
SGA's Homecoming Committee is
scheduled to meet today to work on
plans for the week-long event.
Although the festivity-filled week is
more than amonth away, SGA already
has scheduled aparade and apicnic.
That's agood start.
We hope the plans to energize homecoming festivities are only the start for
our students leaders. We want them to
follow up on past campaign promises
and bring us the concerts and other
events we heard about in their speeches.
Some blame less activities on lack of
student interest, but we say we can
change that. If some group, like SGA,
takes the initiative to bring back those
activities,then students will become
interested again.
So keep up the good work SGA and
students get ready to 1, ::ome involved.

-------.
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Microwave greatest invention ol all time
"Microwaves are wonderful because almost any
food you'd care to name is out there in your grocer's
freezer just waiting to be nuked."
mitted the sin of burning water.
All you need is to read the
directions, set the timer and prepare your mouth for a taste
explosion you will never forget.
The only thing Ican think of
to compare
microwave
to in
its
importancemymay
be the coffee
maker, but I'll address that
another
Those day.
of you reading this may
scoff at my suggestions, but the
microwave has saved me plenty
of times from an empty stomach.
It is awonder to behold and a
joy to use.
The microwave may be the
most important piece of equipment in my apartment, maybe
even more important than the
computer on whic'ti' I used to
type these very words.
In closing, Isuggest that those
of us who understand the
microwave's significance band
together and hold a national
Microwave Day. We could swap
our favorite recipes and dine on
food prepared solely in the
microwave. Of course, there
would be no salad, but one can't
have everything.
is aComments
columnist
forMark
The Blevins
Parthenon.
can be sent to him at 311 Smith
Hall. He can be reached at 6966696.

know Ihave agood meal full of
nutrients and flavor only a
microwave meal can bring.
My microwave enables me to
eat avariety of foods for whateverThose
moodlittle
I'm in.bowls
Feel oflikespaghetti
Italian?
MARK
really hit the spot. Want alittle
Chinese? Then, pop those egg
rolls in and get to eatin". And if
you're in the mood for some solid
There have been many great American food, then just pop in
inventions throughout history. some microwave cheeseburgers
The wheel, the light bulb and and have at it.
I wouldn't starve if I didn't
paper plates - all of them hold have
my microwave, but I feel
adear
As aplace
singlein mymaleheart.living by better knowing I have prepared
myself, though, the invention I ameal, even if I didn't make it
am most grateful for would be from scratch.
one"that allows me to be achef of For some of us, the knowledge
that we fixed Bagel Bites warms
amazing proportions.
With this machine I create our hearts (and our stomachs). I
meals that once I would have get a good feeling after I've
only been able to dream about. eaten a hearty meal of chili
"What is this magic invention?" beans and arefreshing drink to
you ask. Why, it is one of the wash it down.
world's most important tools - Using my microwave makes
the microwave.
me feel all the more indepenIcan't cook very well. Imay be dent. If Idon't want pizza rolls, I
able to fry an egg and fix some don't have to eat them. I'll just
soup, but I can't fix chicken or pop in astir fry chicken meal.
make anything homemade like Microwaves are wonderful
because almost any food you'd
pot roast.
to name is out there in your
microwave
have is care
notTheanew
one, butthat
it isIreliable.
grocer's freezer just waiting to
It takes alittle longer than most be nuked. The microwave can
turn anyone into a gourmet
to cook my fantastic ravioli, but cook,
even those who have comwhen I hear that little ding I

The Oracle (U. South Florida)
(U-WIRE) TAMPA. Fla. - When U.S.
News and World Report released its rankings of America's best colleges across the
United States, it lacked an accurate reflection of the academic quality inherent in each
individual college.
Reports like the Princeton Review and
Time magazine's College of the Year are of no
real value in determining auniversity's true
value because the criteria for ranking is
inconsistent and misleading.
This year, the rankings made by U.S.
News and World Report were based on academics, graduation and retention rates, faculty recourses, student selectivity, alumni
donations and financial resources.
Compared with Time's criteria, which only
iricluded community service and learning
outside the classroom, it is easy to see the
d~screpancies which upset universities
rl:'lnked differently in separate reports.
The University of Southern California
found itself in aquandary after being named
College of the Year by Time, but ranked No.
42 in U.S. News and World Report.
Here, the discrepancy can be seen fully
and the question remains which magazine to
believe.
Even more convoluted is the Princeton
Review, which confers such illustrious titles
upon colleges named as the top ranked
"party schools," "stone cold sober schools,''
"jock schools" and "Birkenstock-wearing,
tree-hugging, clove-smoking vegetarians."
Most students and parents realize the
superficiality inherent in such blanket
reports which become name-dropping contests meant only to entice prospective students into attending the highest-ranked colleges possible.
University officials also get caught up in
the supposed prestige dished out each year,
but in the end these reports offer scant contribution to increasing enrollment or quality
of education.
None of the reports provide accurate quan•
titative or scientific data, thereby giving
potential students an unnecessary and
inconclusive evaluation of the nation's universities.

Editorial

Please keep letters to the editor
no longer than 250 words. Longer
letters may be used as guest
columns at the editor's discretion.
All letters must be signed and
include an address or phone number for confirmation. Letters may
be edited for libelous statements,
available space or factual errors.

READERS' VIEWS

Kentucky woman grateful Service worker says thanks
forA Kappa
Alpha's help to CTC faculty and staff
fund raiser for the American Lung Iwould like to thank all the staff and faculty of
Association was held at the Presbyterian Church
in Cattletsburg, Ky., on Sept. 6, 1999. This was in
memory of Jack Musser, who died Sept. 4, 1998.
The Kappa Alpha fraternity proved to be our
"Knights in shining armor" and many of their girlfriends came for support and also helped. They
worked for several hours flipping pancakes and
sausages.
Thanks to Brian, Roger, Shad, Ted, Eric, Billy,
James, Andrew and Dave. Thanks girls for "washing up" and being there when we needed you.
These young people are certainly to· be commended and we appreciate them very much.
- Joan C. MuHer,
Catlettsburg, Ky.

the Community and technical College for all the
years Iwas abuilding service worker in their building. The kindness and generosity you have shown
me will never be forgotten. It was agreat pleasure
to have worked with such agreat group of people.
- Bernard E. Keeney,
Keeney is abuilding service worker who used
to work in the Community and Technical College
but now works in Old Main.
Letters sent to Campus View must not exceed 250 words.
Opinion pieces longer than 250 words may be used as
guest columns and published elsewhere on this page.
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to attend second jobs fair
by AARON E. RUNYON

reporter
Students looking for parttime work but want to avoid
the hassle of finding willing
employers, may find what
they're looking for at
Wednesday's Part-time Jobs
Fair.
Sponsored by the Career
Services Center, the second
annual fair will be from 1-4
p.m. Wednesday in the Don
Morris Room of the Memorial
Student Center.
"There are a lot of local
employers that are looking to
hire right now," said Patricia G.
Gallagher, recruiting coordina-

Rankil1g 11mkes

Herd history
•Mid-American
From page 1
Conference is

not as well known as other conferences," Ocheltree said. "That
hurts us. That's probably why
we weren't in the Top 25 last
week, although they deserved
to be there."

tor at Marshall's Career
Services Center. "They are
absolutely eager to see the fall
semester and the students coming back to campus."
It is that eagerness that has
boosted the number of participants.
"The fair is highly popular
this year," Gallagher said. "I'm
still getting calls from employers wanting to sign up."
The fair will host 34 businesses bringing a variety of
part-time opportunities.
Director Sue Wright said the
high attendance last fall helped
to increase the number of
employers for this year's event.
"We have nearly doubled the
Ocheltree said the
Thundering Herd may be the
"Cinderella" team in college
football this season, much like
Tulane last season. The Green
Wave was undefeated and finished at No. 7in both polls a
year ago.
"I think we're going to surprise alot of people and sneak
up on alot of people," Ocheltree
said. "This could be a special
season."
Daris E. Bandy, Beckley fresh-

Apply on the web
and get up to •~ I! of
FREE calling time:
• •!: of FREE calling

time just for applyirig.
• Apply on the internet
and get an additional
•,I: of FREE calling
time when you make
your first purchase.
(•!: if you apply
by phone.)
• Get a!!I% rebate

number of participants from
last year," Wright said. "As long
as the turnout rate is high, the
employers will keep coming
back."
The Career Services Center
encourages all students to
attend the fair. There is no preregistration required.
Most of the scheduled representatives will be looking for
part-time workers in retail,
telemarketing, restaurant and
health care work. Many offer
paid internships.
Gallagher said employers
return seeking Marshall students because of the quality of
their work.
"Many of the businesses keep
man major in sports management, thinks it will be. He predicted Marshall to go undefeated and finish among the Top 15
teams in the nation.
Bandy said he will be cheering for the Thundering Herd
from the stands this season but
hopes to be cheering from the
sidelines next season.
"I wish I was a part of it,"
said Bandy, a former outside
linebacker and strong safety
from Woodrow Wilson High
School in Beckley. "I was going
to be a walk-on this fall, but
things didn't work out. I'm
going to go out for the team in
the spring. But until then I'll
be cheering like crazy. I'm
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reporter
Atechnology career day is
scheduled for Wednesday in
the Don Morris Room of the
Memorial Student Center
beginning at 1p.m., according to Michael Simmons,
executive director of the
Marshall Technology Institute, on the Huntington
Campus.
Up to 10 local companies
are expected to be on hand to
interview students for the
Information Technology
Career
Advancement
gram (ITCAP),
which Proprovides internships for students, Simmons said. He
suggests interested students
bring aresume and be prepared for interviews.
Kelli Mayes, from the
Marshall Technology Institute, said, "It is aone stop
shop." She said the career
day gives students the
opportunity interview with
companies for internships.
ITCAP is designed for students pursuing bachelor's or
master's degrees in business and technology related
fields. Students pursui~
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fully staffed by hiring our students during the semester," she
said. "They often come to us t.9
fill the empty spots that graduating students leave."
In addition to the recruiters
scheduled for the fair,
Gallagher said two bulletin
boards at the center are full
with more than 75 part-time
job listings. Students interested in the positions should fill
out an application at the center.
Some of businesses attending
the fair include Applied Card
Systems, Lazarus, One Valley
Bank, Prestera Center, River
Park Hospital, Sitel Corporation, Structure and Tri-state
Airport Authority.
behind the Herd all the way,
baby."
Ironically, Marshall puts its
ranking on the line Saturday
against Bowling Green, the
team that spoiled its chance of
earning Top 25 rankings ayear
ago. After Marshall won its
first eight games, the Falcons
(1-1) defeated the Thundering
Herd 34-13. Marshall finished
12-1 and No. 27 in both polls
last season.
Herd players are ready. They
don't plan on letting Bowling
Green ruin their season again.
"We know what is at stake,"
senior quarterback Chad
Pennington said. "Nothing
needs to be said."

offer students chances
at finding internships
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said.

Marshall Community and
Technical College are also
eligible to participate in the
program. Mayes said
"Candidates for the program
are not limited to any one
college on campus."
"There are three keys to an
exciting information technology career," Simmons said.
"These include hands-on
industry experience, academic credit, and arecognized
vendor-authorized certification program."
The vendor-authorized
~ertification program provides testing geared toward
the achievement of certification from companies such as
Microsoft, Lotus and Novell,
Mayes said
"The companies pay for
exams, which cost acouple of
thousand dollars," she said.
Mayes said companies pay
a stipend to students who
participate in the ITCH program.
Additional information can
be obtained by contacting
Mayes at 696-3325 or by
viewing the Web site at
http://www.marshall.edu/mti/
itcap.
Students who are not members of organizations and still
want to make a. float may pick
up an information packet in the
SGA Office, Room 2W29B, second floor of the Memorial
Student Center.
Students who are interested
in serving on the Homecoming
committee but are unable to
attend Today's meeting may
call special projects coordinator
Cindy Griffith at 696-6412.

The Parthenon
needs photographers
Let us know if you're interested.
Contact us at 311 Smith Hall.
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All about the scrum
The Parthenon previews the third
season for Marshall'smen'sand women's
Rugby Clubs. Tomorrow in sports.
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soccer
loses
Herd douses Flames Men's
twice over weekend
P.age edited by Charles Shumaker

by JACOB MESSER
editor

Marshall head coadt Bob
Pruett was pleased with the
performances of veterans like
Chad Pennington, Doug
Chapman, Andre O'Neal and
Ron Puggi against Liberty.
But he was more encouraged
by the performances of younger
players like Byron Leftwich,
Brian Greenleaf, Chanston
Rogers and Bobby Addison.
"That was the value of this
game," Pruett said Saturday
after the Thundering Herd
doused the Liberty Flames 63-3
in front of 27,374 at Marshall
Stadium. "Our young kids got a
chance to play."
The first-string offense
scored six touchdowns and collected 398 total yards. Seniors
Chad Pennington and Doug
Chapman paced the offensive
starters. Pennington threw for
279 yards and four touchdowns
on 23-of-31 passing and Chapman ran for 68 yards on 13 carries.
Liberty gaIPed 60 total yards
- 43 rushing and 17 passing against the first-string defense,
which caused two turnovers in
its two quarte of play.
The Flames amassed 57
rushing yards 16 attempts
and 46 passing yards on 2-of-5
passing against t e deftmsive
reserves to finish with 163-total
yards. Liberty scored its only
points, a 29-yard field goal,
against the second- and thirdstring defenders.
O'Neal said it is important to
get the young guys off the sideline
and on the fidd.
"We have 18 seniors, so those
young guys are going to be the

photoby Brett Hall

Brian Greenleaf, aredshirt freshman receiver, makes one of his
three catches in the Herd's 63-3 victory over Liberty Saturday In
its home opener.
ones who step in for us next redshirting the sophomore this
year," he said. "They need to season but decided against it.
get game experience. We're Leftwich, who has been
going to try to get those play- Marshall's No. 2 quarterback
ers that experience so they two straight seasons, completcan keepthe program going ed 6-of-8 passes for 59 yards
at thislevel next year."
and led the offense to apair of
Pruett decided Leftwich is fourth-quarter scores.
one of those players. The "He needs some playing
fourth-year coach considered time," Pruett said of Leftwich,
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who played for the first time
this season when he entered
the game with five minutes left
in the third quarter. "He played
extremely well."
·
Pennington agrees.
"He made great decisions at
the line of scrimmage," said
Pennington, who has worked
closely with Leftwich since the
sophomore arrived to campus a
year ago. "He has made great
progress."
Greenleaf also showed signs
of progress.
The speedy wide receiver
made only one reception in the
season-opener against Clemson, but he caught three passes
for 27 yards against Liberty.
Greenleaf also gained 18 yards
on areverse play.
"When you get a chance to
contribute to ateam like this,
you better make the·most ofit,"
he said.
Playing in his first college
game, Rogers ran for 51 yards
on nine carries and scored his
first touchdown.
"I wasn't thinking about anything," Rogers said. "I was too
excited."
So was Addison.
In fact, the sophomore defensive end was so excited on one
play he forgot his assignment.
Still, Addison recorded his first
college sack on the play, a
bruising hit on Christian
Newsome that momentarily
knocked the Liberty signalcaller out of action during the
third quarter.
"Coach (Mark Gale) told me
when you forget the play, just
go 100 miles per hour," Addison
said. "When I saw him going
that way Irealized that was my
chance to knock him out."

Robert Morris goalkeeper.
AMarshall defensive breakdown allowed a late Colonial
goal and a 1-0 Robert Morris
victory. The two losses dropped
the Herd's overall record to 1-4.
Assistant coach Marty
Martinez said the losses were
not indicative of how the team
performed. "We have played
well defensively, but we have
not had enough offensive
opportunities," he said. "We
need to make our own chances,
and be aggressive in the offensive end."
Martinez said a pair of
injuries have been key inthe
team'srecent performances.
Wayne Bennett and Stan
Cross have been nursing
injuries.
"We need those guys to help
our younger players along,"
Martinez said. "They are acouple of team leaders who we
need on the field, not on the
bench."
Ahead for the squad isanother non-conference tournament
at the Vanderbilt Tournament
in Nashville, Tenn.,this Friday.

by JEAOD SMALLEY
reporter

A tough non-conference
schedule is making life tough
for the men's soccer team.
After a4-0 loss to Maryland
Sept. 8, the Herd traveled to
Morgantown this weekend to
play in the Mountaineer
Classic.
In the opener Saturday,
Marshall took
West Vrrginia to
overtime. But a
foul by freshman
Vivian Baku gave
WVU's Craig
Patton a chance
for a penalty
shot.
The junior sent """--'---'"""-~
the shot by Herd MARTINEZ
goalie Taly Goode
for the 2-1 win. It was the second
overtime loss for Marshall this
season.
In Sunday'smatch, ihe Herd
could not get its offense going
against Robert Morris. Despite
a 13-3shot advantage for the
Herd, they could not beat the
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Tennis: At the SUnity Life
Tennis Classic in Syracuse,N.Y,
Anna Mitina won the flight one
singles championship and along
with Ana Ceretto won the flight
one doubles championship.
Cross Country: At the Ohio
Invitational, Casey Batey
won first place for the men's
team, which finished second
in the meet. Marshall's
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women'steam finished third
in the same meet.
Volleyball: The Herd finished the Panther Invitational
in Milwaukee, Wis.,with a2-2
record and finished third in the
five-team tournament.
Women's soccer: Awin
against Liberty and atie with
Youngstown State raised the
Herd'sseason record to 3-1-1.
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FREE BUS
SERVICE FOR

• Game Ticket
• Bus Ride
• Continental Breakfast

MARSHALL STUDENTS
THE WHOLE MONTH OF
SEPTEMBER ON ALL,
TTA BUSES

On Sale Wednesday
·Sept. ·15
First come,
First serve
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Wanna
win aHummer? See our website for details. Deadline for online entry is 10/15/99. Mail-in entries must be postmarked by 10/15/99. No
purchase necessary. Must be at least 18 years old and alicensed driver in state of residence. Void where prohibited. For Official Rules, mail aself-addressed stamped envelope

to: The eCampus.com Wanna Win aHummer? Rules, c/o Marden-Kane Dept RF, 36 Maple Place, Manhasset, NY 11030. Requests received after 10/31/99 wil not be fulfilled.
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The art of Tailgating!
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Professor travels to wetlands to learn and educate

When not surveying the Kanawha over 55,000 specimens of plant, both
River wetlands, or studying indigenous local and national, that serve as docuplant used by the tribes of Ecuadot, or ments to studies that have been concataloging new plant species for entry ducted over the years."
to the University Herbarium, Dr. Dan For instance, someone wanting to
Evans finds time for a conversation study the depletion of our o-zone could
over acup of Earl Grey tea served.,pip- examine the exposure to ultra-violet
ing hot in a250 ml Pyrex beaker.
rays that aplant receives today, verses
"We first began surveying the that same species of plant from 50
Kanawha River wetlands in May of this years ago," Evans said about the
year, before I left for Ecuador," said botanical library.
Evans, who is doing this project with The herbarium is aroom in which
the U.S.Army Corps of Engineers, an rows of large file cabinets house acol. organization to which Evans has been a lection of files made from plant leaves,
consultant for 30 years.
stems, roots, flowers, etc.
"We inventory_plant life,the quality "Each specimen is glued to acid-free
and value of it, and record this infor- paper and kept in an insect-free, low
mation
for both
and currently
national humidity environment," Evans said.
use,"Evans
said.state
"We are
"I believe that Marshall began this
working on a 92-mile stretch of the herbarium in 1922, and it is home to
river from Alloy to Point. Pleasant, many collections made by many peoand have found, already, 16 different ,ple over the years. Other universities
species of plant considered to be on and agencies both contribute to the
West Virginia's endangered list.
collection as well as borrow from it. I
"People are beginning to realize have added many of the species that I
more and more the importance of our have encountered in my studies both
nation's wetlands. These are the local and abroad."
homes to hundreds of species of water Evans spent a month this summer
fowl, fish and plant life; abusy site studying medicinal use.of plants with
for much of the world's biological the Shuar and Achuar tribes' in
activity,"he said.
Ecuador. There he lived with the
The survey is afederally funded pro- tribes, sleeping in a thatched-roof
ject to which Evans devoted much of house.
his summer, but it se·rved adual pur: "It was very primitive, but not .a
pose. He used many of the collections lifestyle that I am not fond of. There
made from the survey to add to the were about 10 others, a family. The
University's Herbarium, of which he is house was divided, with the men on one
the curator.
side and the women on the other. The
"We use the herbarium asaresearch food was mostly vegetables.Most of the
and teaching plant collection. We have meat you ate was fish," Evans said.

TOP LEn: Biology

"And the fish, they would catch usually by using fish killing plants. They
take the root of aplant, Payash, and
ground it up, and throw it into apool
of water that they had damned up.
Fish would float to the top, and the
Shuar would grab them. We've found
that the poison inthe root temporarily
affects
gill area,
causing
the fish to
lose thetheability
to create
oxygen.
"The Shuar alsoshowed me how
they took bark from acertain plant,
native to So~th America, and boiled
it to apply its poison to the tips of
darts.
These darts are shot from blowguns
and used to kill such things as monkeys and birds. Traditionally, they
were used to kill people," said the
world traveler.
Evans said he has gained worldly
experience, experiencethat he shares
with the public and his colleagues. He

professor Dan
Evans lived in this
hut with 1Oothers.
TOP RIGHT: Evans
talking to old chief
of the Achuar tribe
with help from a
translator.
LEn:
Display in
Science Building of
pictures and plants
from Evans' trip to
Ecuador.
frequently speaks to such organizations as the West Virginia Native Plant
Society, the West Virginia Science
Teachers Association, and the
Huntington Museum of Art. He is also
amember of the Southern Appalachian
Botanical Society (SABS).
SABS recently presented Evans
with the ninth annual Elizabeth Ann
Bartholomew Award. The award was
presented in Wilmington, North
Carolina, April 16 of this year, at the
Society's annual breakfast.meeting.
"Each year the award is presented
to individuals distinguishing themselves in professional and public services that advance the public knowledge and appreciation of the world of
plants and their scientific, cultural
and aesthetic values," said Dale
Suiter, a former student of Evans,
now with the North Carolina ·
Department of Transportation.

Making the
poisonous dart
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P.R.O.W.L, meeting,
Campus Christian Center,
9: 10 p.m. Contact: Rev.
Bob Bondurant at 696-3052

Student activities
Programming Board,

meeting, Memorial Student
Center 2W-37, 3:15 p.m.
Contact: 696-2240

Student Nurses'
Association, meeting,

Prichard Hall room 401,
noon, Contact: Peggy
Baden at 696-3298

TIIJRSOAY, SEPT. 18, 1•
Campus Light Baptist
Ministries, meeting,

Memorial Student Center
2W-16, 8p.m. Contact:
Dave Greear 529-1545

MU Dance, meeting, bottom of Memorial Student
Center, 6p.m., Contact:
696-4026

FRIJAY, SEPT. 17, 1898
Music Department, Guest

recital: Alen Hersh, piano,
Smith Music Hall, 8 p.m.,
Contact: 696-3117

In Huntington

CLOCKWISE: Eduardo,

aguide from Southeast
Ecuador, holds aplant
that produces poison.
Poison is placed on the
tips of darts.
The finished product of
darts that are used to kill
monkeys and birds are a
little larger than toothpicks.
Blowguns are used to
shoot the darts.

SATURDAY, SEPT. 18, 1998
MU Dietetic Interns,

Promoting public awareness for WIC program,
Kroger Rt. 60, 10 ~.m.to
noon

Happenings..:
is published every
Tuesday and Thursday In
The Parthenon. If your
organization has scheduled an upcoming event
or meeting and would like
to publish your
announcement here,
come by The Parthenon
at 311 Smith Hall or call
us at 696-6696. Deadlines
for the Tuesday calendar
will be Monday by noon.
To get published In
Thursday's calendar, turn
In your Information by
noon Wednesday.
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